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and in many letters in the 62-109060 file. The FBI had a good reason for not wanting that report 

released. There cannot be much that reflects more unfavorably on the FBI than that diatribe against 

Oswald that says almost nothing at all about the assassination. It has only two sentences in the five 

volumes of that report that are o the shooting and in those two mentions the FBI does not report all the 

known and confirmed reported shooting and it does not even give the cause of death! (Evans was not 

mentioned in the Warren Report or in its fifteen volumes of testimony.) 

Evans' first sentence reports to the man under Hoover that Hoover approved the part that does not 

refer to the presidential commission. That Hoover and the FBI opposed strongly: 
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There are a niartber of Secret Service records reporting that Moyers phoned Johnson the first 

minute he could get through, at 8:50 p.m. that Sunday night, November 24. The explanation on the typed


